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At present, the coordination between agencies or organizations Can be considered as important because it is
the exchange of information or consultation between each other And it will be more convenient if the contact can
see the face and the verbs of each other, such as sad, smiling, enthusiastic etc. by side Both images and
sounds are real-time, therefore suitable for recording conversations or serving employees. And active staff It is
also information to help monitor the behavior of people to be used to improve the service of the organization and
the organization to be more efficient.
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System Specification (Software Specification)














Can record both conversations in both video and audio formats
Can display both video chat images in the same frame
Support to export video files in mp4 format
Support using SIP protocol
Supports data compression in H.264 format
Can record detailed information about the call, such as date / time, conversation duration, outgoing or
receive calls, chat numbers
Support to access and manage the system via Browser without installing software
Support for user management for many levels
can install SVR software for use on general computers
Supports USB Key to enable software
License fees depend on the number of phones registered.
Fair value License = Basic fee A (include 10 registration) + N x B (10 registration fee)

System working principle
The working principle is to use the Mirror Port of the IP PBX device to the device port of the machine that has
installed the ARTECH VCR program. It will use the Winpcap as a driver to store all the log data And then the
ARTECH VCR program will analyze the image and sound data In the video format of both sides of the
conversation, which the program records video from the phone system via this system IP Will display video
images of both side-by-side conversations, both in picture and sound, in real-time, making it ideal for recording
conversations for the service of employees to assist in the examination And bring information to improve the
service of the organization and the organization to be more efficient
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System Diagram

Highlights of Video Call Recorder




The program is developed with a team of Thai people able to customize the program to suit the needs of
customers.
able to use and support Transtel devices, open systems and support other brands of Video Call
Recorder

